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Dave
You need to get back to Lisa on this (or Greg if she is not in)
I took a stab at a response to the three questions - it is in the drive as ANSWERS DL QUESTION.WPD
It is also on the middle of my desk along with a lot of background info that I tabbed in one package
(Commission Paper; applicable inspection procedures; some prior inspections and management
meetings).
Also, there is still the open question as to whether we even acknowledge to DL that the alleger has come
to us. Do we need the alleger's OK beforehand? Caution Lisa.
In addition, before sending anything, check with RI stakeholders, including Randy and Hub (or Jim if he is
not in). I just provided Glenn Meyer a copy of the draft response to the three questions.
In a related matter, we had some discussion this week~with Hub about maybe sending a chilling effect
letter - it is not a definite but a discussion of whether we should - ifwe d~ecde to do that, we should discuss
.drive as SALEM-CEL.WP---.
first at an ARB. I have drafted a chilling effect letter and it is also in th
Hub indicated that he had some comments but had not provided them to me.
I was suppose to be off all of New Year's week but may come in Monday and/or Tuesday since Joe is out
all week and Rick decided that he also needed to take off Monday and Tuesday. However, if I do not
come in and you have any questions, feel free to call me. There are a few enforcement issues which Joe
turned over with Leanne.
thx
dan

CC:

Leanne Harrison
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